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omen's legal and human rights :
Preliminary evaluation report

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The African Regional Platformfor Action (1994)
;'\ . : ... ' '. .~? " . \ .

'. .: 'I ' .~

During the lead-up to the Fourth World Conference on Women, African Governments and
n n-governmental organisations Came together in Dakar, Senegal in November 1994 for the Fifth
R gional preparatory meeting to Beijing. This meeting led to the adoption of the African Regional
P 'atformfor Action by Heads of State and Governments of the Organisation ofAfrican Unity meeting
at the thirty-first ordinary session in Addis-Ababa, Ethiopia in June 1995.

The African Platformfor Action was instrumental in influencing the final Beijing Platformfor
Action. In the area of women's human rights, the African Platform encapsulates the commitment of
African governments to ensure the implementation of all the human rights conventions and
instruments signed and ratified by each African State. The African governments proposed firmer
s tegies to promote the rights of women including a call to any States that had no yet done so, to
ratify the Women's Convention. All States that had signed and ratified the Convention with . ,
reservations were called upon to withdraw the reservations.

In particular, the African Platformfor Action noted that there was a marked increase in cases
of violence against women in domestic, private or public places. It was noted that this increase was
e cerbated by gender bias in the administration of justice and conflicts that arise between the rights
of women and certain traditional and customary practices, cultural prejudices and situations of armed
conflict. . ". ,.., '0 ....

More specifically, the African Platform for Action calls for collaborative action between
governments and non-governmental organisations to promote an enabling environment u~der which
women can access justice against violence . This will include the establishment of ajust and equitable
j dicial system and research on the subject of violence that will direct strategies for eradication, ".,,,

nited Nations Organisations were also called upon to integrate women's rights in all programs and
activities.

The Beijing Declaration and Platformfor Action (PFA) (1995)

The Beijing Platformfor Action, the final product of the Fourth World Conference on Women,
ognises that human rights and fundamental freedoms are birthrights of all human beings and that

e protection and promotion of human rights is the first responsibility of Governments.u'Ihe PFA
lis for the full realisation of human rights for all and in particular for women, who suffer more

iolations due to their gender.

The PFA notes that many women face additional barriers to the enjoyment of their human
rights because of such factors as race, language, ethnicity, culture, religion, disability or socio
economic class. Particular groups such as immigrants, displaced women and refugees are also at risk.
Further, while women are increasingly using the legal system to exercise their rights, in many '

untries, lack of awareness of the existence of basic rights is an obstacle that prevents women from
fully enjoying their rights.

In addressing the enjoyment of human rights, Governments and other actors should promote
an active and visible policy of mainstreaming a gender perspective in all policies and programs so that
an analysis is made on the effect on women and men before important policy decisions are taken.



The PFA proposes three strategic objectives to be undertaken by Governments and United
Nations organisations in the area of women's human rights:

• Strategic objective 1.1: Promote and protect the human rights of women through the full
implementation of all human rights instruments, especially the Convention on the Elimination of
all Forms ofDiscrimination Against Women including reporting on schedule to the Committee on
the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women, as well as tackle the growing problem of
trafficking in women and children (para 230 (I) , (n) of the PFA)

• Strategic objective 1.2: Ensuring equality and non-discrimination under the law and in practice
including taking urgent action to combat and eliminate violence against women, especially the
practice offemale genital mutilation (FGM) (para (g), (h) of the PFA) ; and

• Strategic objective 1.3: Achieve legal literacy

In the four years since the adoption of the PFA, action taken by UN agencies, national
governments and regional or sub-regional organisations has varied in both intensity and specific
results. There are many excellent examples of implementation of the strategic objectives in the area of I

human rights by organisations at all levels . In particular, the realisation ofan Optional Protocol to the
Women's Convention is a significant achievement at the international level. However, it remains to be
seen whether enough countries will ratify it and render it an effective tool for individual women.

On the other hand, there remains much to be done to implement the Women's Convention
itself, particularly in the area of reservations to substantive articles of the Convention. Reservations to
this important bill of rights for women undermine the spirit and intent of the rights and norms that it
encapsulates and there has been little progress in convincing national governments to withdraw their
reservations.

Further, although there has been a great deal of activity and some important successes in
amending national laws to eliminate gender discrimination and deal with violence against women,
there is less progress to be reported in the area ofachieving legal literacy .

Nonetheless, the African region has been the site of some very important strides in b:
mainstreaming and implementing women's human rights and these successes should be celebrated "
with all due pomp and circumstance, all the while maintaining a critical and watchful eye on those
strategic objectives in the PFA that have been neglected or ignored and for which much work still
needs to be done at all levels.

2.0 United Nations Agencies and the implementation of the Beijing
Platform For Action (PFA)

2.1 General

Within the last few years, United Nations agencies have implemented different programmes
and activities that have adopted a rights-based approach. Notably the UNHCR. UNDP, UNIFEM and : -r,

UNFPA are committed to a rights-based approach that promotes women's rights as human rights . ., .

2.2 United Nations Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM)

In the post-Beijing era, UNIFEM remains committed to advancing the PFA. UNIFEM has
focused ori the following two key ' activities In the:~area of human rights: the implementation of .. :),
CEDAWand violence against women . ' -,:
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Within the African region, UNIFEM has 'sought to strengthen the capacity of women's human
rights advocates by building understanding about how human rights laws and policies function and
how to access them and put them to work for women . The implementation of CEDAW is a primary
focus of this work.

. UNIFEM is also committed to promoting women's human rights to eliminate all forms of
violence against women and transform development into a more peaceful , equitable and sustainable
process. UNIFEM's approach to promoting women's human rights and eliminating violence against
women is focused on:

• Building the capacity of women and women's organisations to advocate for women's human rights
nationally, regionally and internationally.

• Developing and investing in strategies and programs to prevent and eliminate violence against
women and girls. The proposed initiatives for support are community-based actions, government
actions and the international community.

2.2.2. Resources allocated/Activities undertaken

• Co-sponsorship of the second Global Training Workshop on CEDAWat the 17th session of the
Committee on CEDAW

• Collaboration with Intern ational Women's Rigbts Watcb (lWRAW) Asia/Pacific to train
human rights activists whose countries are required to report to CEDAW. Through this training,
women's rights activists from Tanzania, Zimbabwe and Nigeria were empowered with knowledge
on how to prepare reports under CEDAW.

In the run up to the Fourth World Conference on Women, the UN General Assembly called
for the creation of a Trust Fund in support of actions to eliminate violence against women. The Trust
Fund was developed under the auspices of the United Nations Development Fund for Women, which
is the implementing agency for activities specifically for women. The fund supports innovative
r ponses to violence being developed by non-governmental organisations, advocacy networks, local
associatio ns, educational institutions and community-based groups. The Trust Fund supports projects
that assist government and non-governmental agencies to implement the African and Beijing Platform
f or Action.

The Trust Fund, which started disbursing funds in 1997, is guided in its goals by the principles
of the 1993 Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women.

: .. ", ..
.. I

• In 1997, the Trust Fund allocated grants of nearly $1.4 million to more than 45 initiatives in
Africa, Asia, the Pacific , Latin America, and the Caribbean, Eastern Europe and the
Commonwealth of Independent states.

The African campaign to eliminate violence against women was launched on July 31, 1998,
which is now called Pan African Wo men's Day. The initiative is supported by nine United Nations
a encies including UNIFEM as well as the ECA, OAU and FAO in the African Region . This
c llaborative effort is a concrete implementation of paragraph 221 of the PFA which notes that
"intensified efforts are needed to integrate the equal status and the human rights ofall women and girls
into the mainstream of the United Nations wide activities and to address these issues regularly and
s stematically throughout relevant bodies and mechanisms . . . ft .

Specifically within Africa, the Trust Fund has supported the following types ofactivities:

• FIDA Kenya, US$50,000 - Towards gender sensitisation training for law enforcement, education
and health officials in order to improve their response in handling cases of violence against
women
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• Agisanang Domestic Abuse prevention and training in Soutb Africa, US$ 50,000 
' Conducting an educational campaign in high schools that involve young men and women,
educators and parents in addressing the problem of violence in young persons relationships.

• Ethiopia Women Lawyer's Association, USS50,000 - Engaging communities to take preventive
action where women leaders are trained as para-legals to provide legal counselling to women.

• Botswana - training ofpolice staff to respond to battery and assault of women by their partners
• Program for Appropriate Tecbnology in Health (pATH), Kenya, USS 27, 000 - Support of a

project on FGM to promote local communities to develop alternative rituals for children that come
ofage.

• Juba Women Development Centre, Somalia - Support to increase the capacity of women's
organisations to eradicate traditional practices of FGM and to advocate women's rights

• Programme to combat domestic violence in Mauritius, USS50,000 - A government project to
strengthen the institutional and technical capacity of government agencies to address gender-based
violence

• National Association of women organisations in Uganda (NAWOU), USS30,000 for legal
awareness activities.

• Coalition on violence against women (COVAW), Kenya, For activities to promote sixteen days
to combat violence against women USS50,000

• Metlhaetsile Women's Information Centre, Botswana, USS25,000
• EI Taller, Regional Con ference on tbe Women's Court, USS20,000 to support the holding of an

international court to bear testimonies ofviolence against women.

The African campaign has helped ' to confirm key provisions of the PFA by supporting co
operation and partnership between Civil society and government agencies and between United Nations
agencies. To date, the campaign has supported initiatives in key countries, such as Nigeria, Kenya and
Somalia. In July 1999, the campaign supported a court initiative to listen to the testimonies ofwomen
from Africa whose rights have been violated through war, domestic violence, institutiorial 'abuse,
sexual abuse and other forms of violence.

2.3 United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA)

2.3.1 Commitments

The UNFPA has committed itself to uncovering violence against women and working with
governments, non-governmental organisations and civil society to change practices detrimental to
women's equal claim to a life with dignity. Although violence against women is the most pervasive
women's rights violation, it is the least recognised human rights abuse in the world and is equally
undocumented. To date, there are very few studies that can demonstrate the extent and patterns of
violence against women .

Therefore, the Agency seeks to support research and surveys to identify the prevalence of
domestic violence and establish databases on gender-sensitive indicators such as women's perception
of their sexual and reproductive rights. Further, to deal with this lack of information, the agency
committed itself to convening talks and encouraging dialogue with experts, governments and NGOs to
identify regional and cultural patterns ofviolence against women and devise strategies for chang~.

"UNFPA also recognises that the reproductive and sexual health of women is affected by,
violence. In addition to rape and assault, gender based violence includes harmful traditional practices
such as female genital mutilation (FGM). Through research the UNFPA proposes to support
legislative changes and develop programs to counter gender based violence.

., . 'j ";'.
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•

2.3.2 Resources allocated/Activities undertaken

In Africa, the agency has actively supported the fight against FGM. UNFPA has appointed a
special Ambassador in Africa to be an Advocate to Governments and non-governmental organisations
to eliminate FGM. Through collaboration with other United Nations such as UNICEF, and the World
Health Organisation, WHO, UNFPA is committed to eradicating female genital mutilation, a practise
that affects 130 million people world wide and affects women living in twenty-eight African countries.
Some of these countries include the following: -

• Uganda - UNFPA has funded the Reproductive , Educative and Community Health Programme,
otherwise popularly known as REACH, a successful campaign that aims to reduce FGM by
demonstrating that harmful cultural practices can be eliminated without undermining culture.
Working with traditional community elders, the program managed to reduce FGM by one third in
just one year, by helping to institute new rites of passage into womanhood. After the Reach
programme's introduction in Kapchorwa, FGM was reduced by 36 per cent in 1996, compared to
1994.

• UNFPA in collaboration with the Moroccan Government is working on a study of Gender
violence and the status of women . The study aims to establish mechanisms for a system of
information and continuous monitoring of violence against women reported over a two-year
period. The support is in the amount ofUSSl83, 000.00.

• Support for the Government of Senegal's ban on FGM. In January 1999, the Senegal's
Government banned the practise of FGM though Parliament. The new law provides for stiff fines
and jail terms for offenders. The legislation was passed after hearings in which village women and
others lobbied legislature to ban the practice.

UNFPA also works with NGOs, governments and local societies to train personnel in raising
a areness and instituting laws that curb FGM, as part of an integrated effort to promote gender
equality, ensure women's authority over their own bodies, as well as raise their status.

Further, UNFPA is also a collaborating agency in the UNIFEM campaign to end violence against
women and also participates in the United Nations Inter-Agency Campaign Against Violence against

omen which involves television and radio spots, press conferences and collaborative plans for
integrated, multi-sectoral action in various countries .

2.4 United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF)

2.4.1 Commitments

The African Platformfor Action introduced a significant issue to the discussions at the Beijing
orld Conference for Women; this was the issue of the Girl child. African women argued effectively

that there are concerns of the Girl child that impact on their future lives. These concerns include
.olence, sexual abuse and neglect at the policy and legislative levels.

The rationale behind the inclusion of the girl child is this: "The girl child of today is the
oman of tomorrow. In order that she may grow up with the health, confidence and education

necessary for her to take her place with dignity and equality to man in society, special attention needs
to be focused on her." (Para 121 of African Platformfor Action). The African Platform key sections

the girl child were adopted in the Beijing Platformfor Action.

UNICEF is committed to contributing to the eradication of violence against women and girls
rough its programs and policies. UNICEF believes that the total eradication of violence against
omen will involve lobbying to ensure that women have equal citizenship. It is only when women

and girls gain their places as strong and equal members of society that violence against them will be
viewed as a serious crime. This includes a strong stand on the issue of FGM as a violation of the
human rights ofgirls and women.
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2.4.2 Resources allocated/Activities undertaken

In collaboration with UNIFEM, UNICEF has supported translation of CEDEW into local
languages. This initiative is part of the Agency's commitment to promote women's rights as human
rights. Translation into local languages will ensure that the Convention will receive wider acceptability
and use.

In specific countries in Africa, such as Burkina Faso, Egypt, Eritrea, Ethiopia and Ghana,
legislation has been enacted to outlaw the practice of FGM. In Senegal, UNICEF supported
mobilisation of women's and civic groups, which eventually resulted in the collective commitment by
women and men to ban genita l mutilation.

2.5 United Nations Offi ce For The Commissioner For Human Rights

2.5.1 Commitments

The Commission, as the main inter-governmental body in the United Nations dealing with
human rights, has committed itself to promoting the rights of women, particularly in the area of
violence against women. The commission is committed to eradicatingdiscrimination and violence
against women. The agency has mounted a campaign for the universal ratification of the Convention
on the Elimination of All forms of Discrimination against Women. During the 55th session of the
Commission for Human Rights held from 2200 March-30th April 1999, a new item was included in its
agenda: the integration of the human rights of women and a gender perspective, with a sub-item on
violence against women.

2.5.2 Resources allocated/Activities undertaken

The Commission appointed a Special Rapporteur on violence against women in 1993 for an
initial period of five years. The mandate of the Rapporteur was extended in 1998 for a further three
years. The Special Rapporteur has developed guidelines to assist States to design legislation on
domestic violence.

The Commission has also appointed two special Rapporteurs on the elimination of harmful
traditional practices affecting the health of women and the girl child, and on systematic rape, sexual
slavery and slavery like practices during armed conflict.

The Commissioner is also supporting the campaign for the universal ratification of the
Women's Convention and the removal of substantive reservations to the same.

The Commission also runs the United Nations Technical Cooperation Program in the Field of
Human Rights that addresses training for police officers, peacekeepers and human rights monitors.

Overall, the programme budget of the UNHCHR, which is about USS20 million per year,
represents about 1.7% of the total UN budget.

I ,

2.6 United Nations Development Program (UNDP)

2.6.1 Commitments
"

The UNDP supports equality between women and men as the basis of meaningful and
effective development. The policy and legal framework that enshrines women's human rights guides
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the program. The agency supports governments to increase their capacity to implement their
in ernational obligations under existing international instruments. The agency supports:

•
•
•

Legislative review and imp";'~~~ent of legal recourses for victims ofviolence;
Research advocacyand p'l)blic l,l'Yl\I:eness; and
Facilitation of networking and information sharing.

Through one of its programs on Gender and development, the UNDP focuses attention on violence
on women and girls as partof its UN-system implementation of the Beijing Platformfor Action.

2• .2 Resources Allocated/Activities Undertaken'

In Africa, the Regional Bureau for Africa (RBA) has invested extensively on programs to
f t violence against women and girls. The bureau supports regional women's rights organisations
s h as Women in Law and Deve lopment in Africa (WILDAF) to improve networking and capacity in
local women's rights organisations to ' be ' effective in monitoring women's rights violations in their
e ntries. , ',

The bureau also supports research through regional organisations such as the Council for the
D velopment of Social Science Research in Africa, (CODESRIA) who is currently looking at the
gender dimension of violence in the African society. Other initiatives include support for peace
in iatives in the Great Lakes region.

One of UNDP main goals is the advancement of women. The agency pursues this goal
through strengthening the capacity of member countries to achieve sustainable human development.

DP applies the principle of gender mainstreaming to all is work. In line with the commitment in
para 229 of the PFA which deals with mainstreaming a gender perspective in the implementation of
w men's human rights, UNDP, along with UNIFEM has set up a Resident Co-ordinator system aimed
at improving capacity for integrated follow-up to the Beijing Platform for Action. Under this system

DP and UNIFEM have helped to place Senior Gender Advisors in 10 countries in the globe. There
are currently three advisors based in Africa.

Gender mainstreaming has also been the subject of three major documents published by the
DP:

1. Direct Li ne 11: This document identifies the organisation's prio rities for gender mainstreaming,
defines the relationship between UNDP and UNIFEM and establishes minimum budgetary
allocations. .

2. The Guidance Note on Gender Mainstreaming: This document details policy, programme, and
administrative implications ofUND!"s commitment to gender mainstreaming.

3. Gender Balance in Management Policy: This document outlines a strategy for achieving gender
balance in the work force .

2.7 United Nations High Commission For Refugees

2.7.1. Commitments

The UNHCR is mandated to respond to refugee issues around the world. Refugee women are
o n victims of abuse not only in their countries of origin but in their countries of refuge and asylum.
Gender based violations are often adopted as tactics of war and terrorism and women are vulnerable
because of their gender.
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UNHCR uses a participatory approach to combat violence against refugee women. The
agency seeks to encourage the establishment of refugee task force that offers counselling and support
services to women who have been violated in the course of armed conflict. They also advocate for the
elimination ofharmful practices such as FGM within the refugee community.

UNHCR is committed to mainstreaming a gender equality perspective throughout is operations
and focuses on the following key areas: -

• Promotion of human rights and equality ofwomen through a rights-based approach;
• Empowerment ofwomen ; and
• Prevention and response to violence against women.

2.7.2 Resources allocated/Activities undertaken

UNHCR in collaboration with governments and NGO's havc developed special initiatives to
improve assistance and deal with human rights violations for women in armed crisis. In order to
effectively implement a gendered perspective throughout its activities, UNHCR has put in place the
necessary institutional capacity.

Through the Regional Advisors for refugee women, UNHCR has undertaken training,
induction briefing and information dissemination of gender analysis and concepts. The agency has
addressed the living conditions of refugee women to ensure that they minimise opportunities for
violation of their rights. Concrete examples of some of these initiatives include:

• Within the East African region, UNHCR has embarked on a project to combat sexual violence in
five countries. Through training and lessons learned workshops the agency has developed
participatory strategies to handle the incidences of violence. In addition, partnerships between the
refugee community, local police services, NGOs, local and international staff are fostered, in
recognition that strong alliances are key to success. In Kenya a project provides firewood to the
community, in order to discourage women from leaving the relative security of the camp to travel
long distances in search ofwood.

• Rwandan Women's Initiative, $7 million: the project seeks to enhance the human rights of
women, reduce the violence and sexual abuses directed against women and ensure that they are
fully integrated back into their community.

• The Ted Turner Project. Within the refugee programme in the camps, initiatives have been
taken to set in motion the implementation of a US$ 100,000 project, funded by the Ted Turner
fund for a preventive response to sexual and gender violence in the refugee camps. 0., .

2.8 United Nations Educational, Scientific And Cultural Organization
(UNESCO)

2.8.1 Commitments

UNESCO is committed to ensuring that equality of access to education and opportunity
between the sexes as a prerequisite for achieving development. The right to education is a right that
this agency monitors through its programmes and activities.

"; . t.- ...-, ..
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2. .2 Resources allocatedJActivities undertaken

The Unit for the Promotion of the Status of Women and Gender Equality at UNESCO funded
th publication of "Passport to Equality" which reproduces the Women's Convention in a passport size
publication.

2. Analysis of UN Agencies Implementation of the PFA
•• 11.

Several of the UN agencies have succeeded in implementing aspects of the PFA effectively.
Through focussed project development they have made significant strides in the advancement of
women. In particular, concerning the practical steps that could be undertaken, the international
community had already seen the effectiveness of the framework of the Secretary-General's reform
package and the gender mainstreaming under way at the country level, which included the work of
sp ific United Nations agencies.

UNIFEM has spearheaded the campaign on one of the most pervasive issues for African
w men, violence. Through support for both grass roots and government initiatives, UNIFEM
h created awareness on the need for closer attention to violence against women. Its efforts have been
g d towards supporting implementation by organisations.

It is recommended that UNIFEM should focus on strengthening legislative and policy reform
in e area of violence against women. UNIFEM'S zero tolerance campaign on violence should target
governments to develop strong legislative and policy regimes that protect women from all forms of
vi lence. Unfortunately, however, the agency has not been adequately funded to support all its
programmes. More financial resources are required for this agency to be more effective in eradicating
vi lence against women

UNFPA has developed focussed programmes and activities that support women's rights. The
agency has used it resources to tackle the problem of female genital mutilation that violates women's
reproductive rights, a right that is central to the quality of one's life. The Agency has worked
effectively with African Governments, and through this collaboration supported national capacity to
eradicate female genital mutilation and other forms ofviolence against women.

UNFPA is also committed to generating data and statistics on the status of women. Some of
th support that the agency has provided to Governments is to assist them in developing gender
se gated data that is relevant to promote national planning for women specific projects. An example
ofthis type ofsupport is UNFPA's collaboration with the Moroccan government.

Overall, it appears that UNFPA has adequate resources for all its activities.

UNHCR is hampered from ensuring the success of its project by limited resources. This
agency requires additional support in order to meet the full demands that it finds itself faced with.
Promoting women's rights within the environment that this agency works requires flexibility and
d amism. There is relevant experience that demonstrates that women's rights will be violated while
w men are in flight from their countries. In order to make UNHCR work well and more effectively,
th General Initiative Fund for refugee women (GIF) should be well endowed with resources to
al ys address emerging situations.

UNHCHR has acknowledged that although its activities have increased significantly during
th 90's, there have not been enough resources to fulfil their mandate, particularly those related to
human rights promotion and protection at the field level.
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3.0. Governments And The Implementation Of The PFA In The Area Of
Women's Human Rights

3.1 Introduction

During the Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing, national governments committed
themselves through plenary speeches to implement some of the critical areas of the PFA. A
preliminary analysis shows that the largest number of commitments was made in the area of legal
reform to address women's right to gender equality. Governments committed themselves to revise
existing laws or introduce new laws and regulations to advance the status of women and eliminate de
jure.discrimination:

3.2 Commitments

Algeria
» Amendment to the law of family adopted in 1984 aimed at promoting equality between men and

women .
» Establish an agency where women can seek help and learn to defend their rights.

Angola
» Human rights of women identified as a critical area ofconcern.

Botswan a
» Establish integrated measure to prevent and eliminate violence against women.
» Study the causes and consequences 'of violence against women and the effectiveness of

preventative measures.

Burkina Faso
» Eliminate violence, study its causes and consequences, and eliminate trafficking of women and

forced prostitution.
» Eliminate violence against the girl child and end discrimination in educational institutions

Congo
» Review all existing legislation to improve the legal status of women by the year 2000.

Egypt
» Review all legislation relating to women, eliminate conflicting legislation and ensure

implementation of existing laws and legal literacy.
» Provide information in schools, enhance image of women and generate awareness of rights.

Equatori al Guinea
» Promulgate laws to protect women in the following areas: material separation, widowhood,

childless women, inheritance, family planning, forced marriage.

Eritrea ,.
» Ensure all inherited (residual) laws that detract from the efforts to acknowledge the decisive role

ofwomen in socio-economic and political life are reformed,

Ethiopia
» Ensure respect for the human rights of women, including equal economic, social and political

rights. ·c··

Gambia
» Review the National Women's Council Act of 1980.
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~ Tackle violence against women in compl iance with CEDAW provisions.

Ghana
~ Enact legislation to protect women's property rights .
~ Review laws to ensure effectiveness in eliminating violence against women.
~ Strengthen institutional mechanisms so that women and girls can report acts of violence against

them in safe and confidential environment.
~ Allocate adequate resources in -the Government budge and include community resources for

activities related to the elimination of violence against women.
~ Promote research, collect data and compile statistics on violence against women.

G inea
~ Improve the legal framework.
~ Ensure enjoyment of human rights and participation in public life, promote legal literacy through

distribution of legal texts and apply sanctions available to combat violence against women.

L tho
~ Set up a Law Reform Commission to review and revise all laws, which discriminate against -L ..

women.

wi
~ Eliminate sexual harassment in the workplace.
~ Enact and reinforce relevant laws relating to violence against women.
~ Establish, put in operation and support mechanisms for victims ofviolence
~ Determine the extent and nature ofviolence against women.

M li
~ Focus on women's rights, guarantee equality before the law for women and eliminate violence

against women.

M uritius
~ Enact a Domestic Violence Act. •.
~ Conduct a survey to identify impediments to the implementation of laws aimed at women's human

rights.

M zambique (report available in Portuguese)
~ Promote awareness , revise legislation, give free legal advice, provide access to courts, and

promote research on domestic violence, train judges.
~ Change discriminatory legislation, i.e.: penal code, family law rights to acquire and dispose of

property, divorce, adoption, parental powers, age ofconsent and research into existing laws.

Ni er
~ Combat violence against women, train women and men to combat violence.

Ni eria
~ Consider establishing an insurance scheme for women experiencing the difficulties of divorce,

widowhood and any other unforeseen circumstances.
~ Develop advocacy programs on violence against women and establish legal aid clinics for women.
~ Eliminate violence against ";'omen and trafficking in women through effective measures.
~ Reduce excessive military expenditures and control the availability of ammunition.

'" !

egal
~ Human rights are identified as a critical area of concern.
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Seychelles
~ Review of existing legislation as it affects women and enactment of the law to protect women

against violence.

Sierra Leone \(_ .; -, "J l '

~ Ensure the formulation and implementation of policiesan~)aws that 'ar~ .' in
CEDAW. ' .: •. . .'. ", .'.

" ;\ ' . ' .. ' ' ~. : ( ,., : .., '" .
~ Facilitate and support the harmonisation ofcustomary lawswith national laws,
~ Undertake legal literacy. ,:,';":" " .. i. ' -" :' '', " '.' ,.

Ii~rnioriy with
: ' " ,

,.

South Africa
~ Create national consciousness regarding violence against women
~ Increase the provision of shelters for battered women.
~ Hopes to ratify CEDA W by the end of FWCW

Swaziland
~ Promote legal education, sensrtise law enforcement agents,

medical counselling for victims ofviolence.

'..
Sudan
~ To secure all rights of women.

" , d',' ,

r,

" I.

:. ~.

' .."

promote para-legal training, and

Tunisia (;-~f ~ . > ~ - J' '1 .: '';',' ' . ' r ' ' .' :", 1 ' .' . .,

~ Strengthen the rightsofwomen, encourage the development'of anacceptance 'of partnership and
equality between men and women, begin~ing . in early childhood, eliminate all forms of
discrimination, develop date banks and prepare training modules on women's rights.

~~ . .
~ Sensitise medical and governmental officials to address the special reproductive health needs

stemming from violence.
~ Increase resources to medical programs targeting female victims ofviolence.
~ Reform laws in Uganda, particularly personal law, land law, employment, health and education.

There is .a draft Domestic Relations Bill . that is intended to address laws affecting women's
relationships in the family, marriage, divorce, property rights, sexuaioffences and succession.

~ To reform legal processes so as to improve access to justice for women.
~ To develop the capacity of law enforcement agents to administer justice in a gender responsive

manner. ,' L. -.

, ~ ... ."'..; 1 i.t ~.J '" I : r/ ;. f ' ,'i
UR of Tanzania . ,. . •.•.
~ Revise all discriminatory laws and enact positive non-discriminatory laws,
~ Educate a minimum of30% of women of their rights by the year 2000.

:.' :"

Zimbabwe ,
~ Human rights revise all the laws to comply with CEDAW, e.g.: the 'communal lands act, the

Guardianship act, and produce a booklet on legal rights.

3.3 Progress Achieved
~ , I ".;

.. ., - )1: ii:H , ·;:~ l'; ~;:,t ...;'''11 · ,Hu r l . ; ,] ,' ·' J i ,' ,i" · j : . r

This section is dedicated only to thos!l ,coun~es ,)"ho have reported specific .Ilf tivities or re~~urces

allocated to projects in line with their commitments. Generally, countries recognised the importance of
mainstreaming gender in all the economic policies and programs. This initiative was supported
through collaboration with key United Nations agencies such as UNDP. The second most mentioned
area in the platform for action was human rights of women. Countries committed themselves to
promote the human rights ofwomen and ensure equality under the law and in p~a'ciice~ .. .
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• Several countries committed to sign or ratify international conventions for the advancement of
VI women, Including .~EDAW" . )Eritrea and South Africa signed CEDAW in 1995 while Eritrea

signed the African Charter.on Human and Peoples Rights in January 1999. Mozambique ratified
CEDAW September'1997. .

• Twenty-one countries undertook to tackle the issue of violence against women in their National
Action .Plans, Several countries undertook significant legislative reform in the area of legislative
review. Kenya amend~d itS constinmon in December 1997 to include sex as a basis for
discrimination. ,

• Tanzania, Uganda, .South Africa, Senegal, Burkina Faso, Central African Republic, Djibouti,
Ghana, and Togo banned FGM through legislation.

• The Seychelles undertook legislative reform to protect women from Domestic violence , The
amendments include review of the penal code to give better and effective protection to women.
Another significant legislative amendment undertaken relates to the adoption of the maintenance
orders ' reciprocal enforcement Act 1997 which deals providing women and children with
maintenance. '..

. • Eritrea adopted and ratified a progressive Constitution on May 23'" 1999 that favours the rights of
women and their equal participation in the political, economic, social and cultural aspects. The
constitution reflects the spirit of equality and protects the fundamental rights of human beings with
no discrimination on any basis. Article 7.prohibits any act that violates the human rights of women
or limits otherwise or thwarts their role and participation. The revised articles of the civil code on
marriage and family exclude the adoption ofcultural and traditional practices and ensure the rights
ofwomen andmen equally. The proclamation of land entitles women equal ownership.

• Senegal legislated against FGM in January 1999, while Uganda developed a progressive draft bill
that seeks' to give women better protection in marriage and ensure their ownership and control of
family property.'

• Several governments maintained their commitments to CEDAWand made their reports: These
include Algeria, Congo, Egypt (January 1999), Nigeria (January 1999) Tanzania (July 1998),
Zimbabwe (January 1998), Lesotho, Rwanda (Special report at the 1996 session) and Morocco,
Namibia (July 1997). Equatorial Guinea (January 1998), Ethiopia, Zaire (July 1997)

"
3.4 Analysis

Governments made efforts to make significant changes that would improve the legal status of
" omen. However they were faced with obstacles such as cultural and religious backlash. The
progressive policy-and legislative changes that various countries have maintained of legislating against
FGM is acknowledged and encouraged for the remaining countries which have not made any
I gislative or policy changes to protect the millions of girls in Africa who are affected by this practice
annually. The Rwandan government made a special report to the CEDAW committee on the impact of
the genocide on Women in its 1996 session , The South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission
in its terms of reference included special hearings on violations on Women's Human Rights.

. ,
Legislative changes have come about due to the Governments commitment and the existing

political will. These countries are encouraged to maintain this pace in reviewing all laws that
discriminate against women. The application of customary laws continues to deny women their rights.
A recent case decided upon by the Supreme Court of Zimbabwe, demonstrated thatthere are still
opportunities within our legal systems to.demote woinen to the status of children. In KenYig aMasai

oman challenged the custom of wife .beating as a man's right. Kenya lacks laws splclfically
addressing domestic violence. Her husband was charged with "unlawful" assault under the criminal
I w. More concerted efforts will need to be made by Governments to ensure that the use of customary
laws in areas of personal law is not effected to deny women their rights.

.. Several countries still use laws, which are perpetuating de jure discrimination with :regard to
personal status, marital status and violence against women. These include Algeria, Mali, Sudan,
Tanzania, Kenya,'Lesotho, Cameroon, Madagascar, Ethiopia, Nigeria and Morocco

,,
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In the main, however, the analysis of government progress in implementing the PFA is
severely hampered by a lack of specific reporting in national action plans concerning activities and
resources allocated to comply with commitments they have made. In some cases, a national action
plan was simply unavailable.

Unfortunately, with a few notable exceptions; even where national governments reported
specific results from activities related to their commitments, often the funding and resources allocated
for these activities did not come from the national budget, but rather from various UN agencies. As
such, many governments are not complying with the implementation of the PFA in terms of their own
commitments to allocate resources and funding as stated in paragraph 345 and 346 of the PFA:

"The primary responsibility for implementing the strategic objectives of the Platform for
Action rests with Governments . . . Sufficient resources should be allocated to national machinery's for
the advancement of women as well as to all institutions as appropriate, that can contribute to the
implementation and monitoring of the Platformfo r Action." (Emphasis added)

In line with this kind ofcommitment, a number of countries have set up national organisations
to focus on the implementation of women's rights. However, although this is a significant step, in
many cases, the national women's organisations are simply symbolic in that they severely lack
appropriate financial and human resources to carry out their mandates.

4.0 The results of the recommendations of meetings, conferences and
other consultations organized at the regional, sub-regional and
international levels as follow-up to the Beijing conference in the
area of human rights

4.1 Regional

4.1.1. Technical Consultation on FGM - March 27·29, 1996, Addis-Ababa,
Ethiopia

Recommendations from the new Programming Framework for eradicating FGM

• Promotion of other sources of income-generation for women who perform circumcision
• Lobbying policy and law-makers
• Targeting youth in information, education and communication programmes
• Incorporating human rights education and communication programmes
• Establishing parternships with NGOs working to eradicate FGM
• Increased training to target reproductive health personnel including paramedic s, social workers

and communicators on women's reproductive health and rights to promote a more holistic
approach.

• Future operational research should be doable, utilisable and practical, as well as targeted and
focussed to understand the extent, prevalence and consequences ofFGM

• Governme nts who have not done so should ratify CEDAW
• Governments and NGOs should collaborate to eliminate FGM
• Popularise legislative documents on FGM and adopt penal sanctions against the practice of FGM

4.2 Sub-regional

The Southern African countries forming the Southern Africa Development Agency (SADC)
adopted a Gender and Development policy in February 1997. The declaration which embraces all the
Southern African countries acknowledges that gender disparities exist between women and men and
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tIiat this mil)' led to discrimination. The declaration is a commitment from the participating
:, Governments to implement a gender policy in their respective countries as the bas is of women's

powennenl. The gender policy signed by all the heads of States was a commitment that all the
member countries will integrate a gender approach.

The resolutions from the 40" Anniversary of the Economic Commission for Africa conference
e theme was African women and economic development was to call for all countries still not

~ mplying with the provisions with CEDEW to do so . The conference called upon all Heads of states
to ensure the total ratification ofCEDAW in Africa and removal of reservations. African Governments

e called upon to adopt the optional protocol for women through the OAU Ministers meeting
scheduled for November 1998. Training was identified as an essential strategy for capacity building to
e ip J'~men in Advocacy, lobbying and leadership.

1 : '

4.3 International

4.3.1 Pennanent International Criminal Court

The UNHCR has been a strong proponent of the establishment of a Permanent international
criminal C'OUIt. In a position paper released in June of 1998, the High Commissioner stressed her

port for clear and explicit prohibition of rape and other crimes of sexual violence in the proposed
c urt's statute whether included in provisions on war crimes or in separate provisions devoted solely to
this issue. 'The recently adopted Statute of the Permanent International Criminal Court is a testament
of this strong support.

5.0 Mechanisms for monitoring at the international, regional, sub
regional and national levels

5.1 Sub-regional level

5.1.1 Within the East African region , women met in Arusha in July 1998 to review the draft treaty
document creating the East African community, to ensure that the document was gender
sensitive and encompassed the ideals of the Platform for Action. The meeting was organised
through WILDAF and brought together women's rights activ ists from three East African
countries. . .

5.1.2 During the ECA-CEA 40" Anniversary Conference in Addis-Ababa, under the theme of
"Achieving Good Governance," it was noted that African governments had committed
themselves to the removal of all forms of discrimination. ,Fifty-one of S2 African States have

",. . ratified the African Charter on Human and People's Rights under which they have committed
themselves to the elimination of every discrimination against women as stipulated in
international declarations and conventions.

, " . f"

Despite this commitment, there is still discrimination in several countries against women. This is due
to poor enforcement of laws, and lack of gender awareness among women about their rights. The
cnnference resolved that Governments had to reinforce their commitments with real action. The
participants recommended research on the area of buman rights and women, additional training for
law ,enforcement agencies and more resources for support services for women whose rights are
violated, For 'Governments, the participants called for ratification of CEDAW and compliance with
theprovisKins o f the entire PFA.
' . . '-1 - ' •

, "
5.2 Regional level

Through the African Commission for Human and People's Rights, the OAU . is currently
preparing an optional protocol for women. The objective behind this initiative is to strengthen the
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African Charter on Human and People's Rights . The Commission appointed a special rapporteur to
address the rights of women in 1998. A review of the OAU sessions over the last year demonstrates
that the agency has taken on board the issue ofwomen's rights.

5.3 International level

· , At the international level, there are several mechanisms that are used to monitor the
implementation ofthe PFA:

· 5;3.1 Commission on the Status of Women (CSW)
.J .

The CSW, which is the preparatory body for the special session, was mandated by the General
Assembly to playa central role in monitoring the implementation of the PFA. Since 1995, CSW has
systematically addressed each of the 12 areas of the PFA. Beginning in 1997, the CSW has examined
thematic areas of the platform. In 1998 the commission reviewed Violence against women, women
and armed conflict, human rights of women and the girl child.

One of the recommendations that CSW made to governments focuses on the integration of a
·gender perspective in the enjoyment of the right to development as a priority.

5.3.2 CEDAW

Since 1995, the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women received the
country reports from several African countries as reported elsewhere in this report,

•

6.0 Statistics on women's human rights

• 38% of Kenyan women aged 15-49 have undergone FGM (KDHA 1998)
• 90% prevalence of FGM in Ethiopia (FGM, a call for Global Action Nahib Toubia 1995)
• 2.325 million women have undergone FGM in Ghana (as above)
O C>· Approximately 40% to 50% of Nigerian women have undergone FGM (Laws and Policies

affecting women's reproductive lives.

7.0 Evaluation Workshop: Guideline Questions

Re: UN system. ~_.

I. Why ii tltere still discrimination/imbalance in the funding of UN Agencies? UNIFEM is the
UN Agency dedicated to women 's issues, yet it suffers abominably from under funding,
whereas agencies such as UNDP receive millions more in funding.

2. Is there a possibility of establishing a Trust Fund for legal literacy under the auspices of
UNESCO or UNICEF, similar to the Trust Fund for Violence Against Women? • '

Re: National govemments

"

-,

3. How can the gap between symbolic compliance with the PFA be reconciled with' the lack of
support in terms of resources and funds at the national level? 'For example, how can national
governments be encouraged to reconcile the notabl~ '~stabl ishment of national
machinery/organizations to address women's issues with the severe underfunding and lack of
support to properly fulfil their respective mandates.

4. How can nationalgovernments be encouraged/forced to comply with reporting obligations
, under the Women 's Corrvention?
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